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Section 2
SCHEDULE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION (HARDWARE)
At Aerojet, the standard program scheduling system software is loaded on individual IBM-
compatible personal computers (PC) located in each Program Scheduler's office. Currently-, the standard
configuration for these PC is a 586 Pentium 90MHz microprocessor with 16 megabytes (MB) of random
access memory" (RAM), a 528 MB hard disk drive, and a 3.5-inch floppy disk drive. Each PC is directly
connected to it's own Hewlett Packard Laser Jet Series II, III, or IV printer. The Laser Jet printers are
used to print bar charts (Gantt charts), small network diagrams such as Program Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT) charts, and numerous forms of axis-based statistical graphs; e.g., histograms, XY
graphs, pie charts, profiles. A remote Calcomp 36-inch electrostatic plotter coupled to a UNIX workstation
is available for plotting large network diagrams (PERT charts).
2.1 Schedule System Description - Software
The standard project scheduling software being currently used at Aerojet is Microsoft
Project version 4.0, with a third-party graphics software package named Graneda Personal for
Windows being used in concert with Microsoft Project. Graneda Personal is used primarily for the
output of network diagrams (PERT charts).
2.1.1 Fundamental Capabilities of Microsoft Project 4.0
Microsoft Project 4.0 (M/P 4) provides full critical path method (CPM) functions for project
planning. Up to 9,999 tasks, logic dependencies, and resources may be included in a project network. Up to
100 resources may be assigned to each task, allowing the build up of simple or complex resource profiles.
Resources can be entered as either individual resources or groups of resources. A maximum of 20 separate
projects can share a resource pool, but up to 80 projects can share a resource pool if the projects are
consohdate& Also, up to 80 projects can be consolidated for reviewing or printing. Other standard
capabilities are:
Two or more projects can be combined into one overall consolidated project.
• Subprojects can be created and logically linked to a master project.
• Baseline plans can be created and baseline dates easily set.
• Smgle- or multi-projects "What if..T' simulation.
• Withm a particular line of business, projects often consist of repetitive, similar
components or sub-assemblies. For these cases, M/P 4 allows templates (model projects)
to be stored, in which the WBS elements, tasks, logic dependencies, and (optionally)
resources are pre-defmed. Creating a new project is then a matter of filling in the
details specific to the new situation.
* Forward or backward scheduling.
• Multiple calendars can be defined by the user to accommodate any combination of
working patterns; e.g., periods of work, rest, public holidays, and vacations.
• Task durations can be defined as either fLxed or resource driven.
• Work can be entered as recurring tasks and displayed on an mdividual row in the Gantt
charL
• Eight different types of task constraints are available for precisely defining the start and
fmish dates of tasks. The following is a list of the constraints.
• As Late As Possible
• As Soon As Possible
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• Finish No Earlier Than
• Finish No Later Than
• Must Finish On
• Must Start On
• Start No Earlier Than
• Start No Later Than
• Multiple symbols and bar types are available and easily changed for Gantt chart
formatting.
• A large number of time-scale sizes and formats are available and easily changeable.
• Microsoft Windows®-driven, with a standard Windows menu and toolbar format;
standard Windows style on-line help facilities; full use of function keys; and mouse
compatible.
• Cut, copy, and paste functions identical to Microsoft Word and Excel.
• Common toolbar buttons shared with Word and Excel.
• Excel style-of-cell layout and data input.
• Two different data input modes including a standard data entry table using cells and a
task information dialog box.
• An outlining procedure can be used to organize the tasks in a project into groupings. A
hierarchical outline structure of up to 10 different levels can be created. Subtasks are
indented under broader groupings called summary tasks. Higher-level schedules can be
automatically created by displaying various levels of summary tasks while hiding
subtasks.
• 20 standard M/P 4 schedule and resource reports are available to present project status,
history, and forecasts.
• An almost endless number of custom reports can be created using the table views.
• Macros can be easily created to automate a sequence of routine work or every.day
repeated tasks.
• Easy import and export of text, data, and graphics between M/P 4, Word, and Excel.
• Text and graphic information can be linked with any software application that supports
object linking and embedding (OLE) or dynamic data exchange (DDE).
• M/P 4 supports Microsoft Mail or any other MAPI-compatible electronic mail system
(E-mail). Whole projects (fries) can be electronically transferred between computers.
• M/P 4 is written in the Visual Basic for applications language. It can be customized
and expanded using the well documented and structured Visual Basic source code to
meet the exact and unique project control requirements of any program.
2.1.2 Risk Software Capabilities at Aerojet
Several software tools are being used within Aero)et to assess schedule and cost risk for
ongoing and new programs. These include internally developed models as well as some commercially
available products like @Risk and Risk+.
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2.1.2.1 Schedule Risk
Since schedules exist m Microsoft Project, risk associated with meeting target dates is best
performed when uncertainty associated with task schedules can be directly entered into Project. @Risk,
R/sk+, and Crystal Ball are add on products to Microsoft Project which facilitate this analysis. These
products provide additional functions which allow the user to enter information on task uncertainties, and
run Monte Carlo simulations to estimate a probability distribution around the target date(s). Aerojet has
selected Risk+ over the other products for initial assessment of risk. Task durations are entered as 'Low',
'Most Likely', and 'High' values and a probability distribution is assigned to each task (Triangular
distribution being most common). Once this reformation is entered for all tasks, the second step is to
identify- the key or high risk tasksfor which statistical data will be collected. Monte Carlo simulation is
then run for a specified number of iterations. An iteration of the simulation consists of randomly sampling a
duration for each uncertain task and applying the scheduling algorithm of Microsoft Project to determine
critical path and task schedules. Statistical reformation is collected over all iterations and is used to assess
program risk. Aerojet also has an internally developed Excel-based model that can be used to perform this
analysis.
2.1.2.2 Schedule Based Cost Risk
Costs are generally affected by schedule extensions. Therefore, schedule and costs need to
be analyzed together for a more m-depth risk analysis. However, it makes the resulting model much more
complex when cost/time variability is considered together. A good model will directly compute cost
escalation when schedule gets extended and will include the effect of contingency plans, interdependence
of tasks, time and cost correlations, level of effort costs, etc.
Cost uncertainty can be added into Microsoft Project, along with schedule uncertainty and simulation
results on cost, generated (along with schedules) by the @R/sk or Risk+ add-ons to Microsoft Project.
However, only a limited capability exists m the form of cost/time relationships. Aerojet has available a
proprietary Excel-based model that provides much extended capability.
Internal experience has been that team leaders and project managers are better able to identify potential
problems associated with a task and its effect on time and cost for those tasks. This information is used to
derive the network algorithm. For each issue or problem so identified, the probability of its occurrence,
labor and capital resources needed to fLXthe problem as well as the additional time required are collected.
Dependencies between problems are also recognized. Resource and time inputs can either be fLxed values
or some statistical distributions. Global issues and estimating uncertainties are included within the
original network.
Monte Carlo simulation is then performed by taking a sample of problems and executing the network
algorithm on the updated network with these problems included. Costing modules calculate costs with
respect to increased duration of tasks, associated "marching army" effects, and for the additional support
costs. The system has three modules 1) Network analysis that determines critical paths and project
schedules, 2) a Costing Module that calculates costs in consistence with our pricing system, and 3) a
Problem Analysis module that samples the problems, computes their joint effect, and associates it with
specific tasks within the network. Results provide time and cost distributions for major program milestones
and highlights the specific issues that are the major cause for schedule and cost escalation. The analysis is
repeated as a mitigation approach is identified for major issues, as well as for periodic assessment of risk
during the course of the program.
2.1.3 Granaeda Personal for Windows
Graneda Personal for Windows is a third-party software program designed to work in
conjunction with Microsoft Project. The purpose of this program is to convert schedule data from M/P 4
into meaningful, easy-to-read graphical outputs. Network diagrams, bar charts, linked bar charts, WBS
and OBS diagrams, resource diagrams, and trend chart, s are the types of graphical outputs available. At
Aerojet, this program is primarily used for the output of network diagrams because of the poor graphical
output quality of the standard M/P 4 network diagrams. This quality deficiency is evidenced by the
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difflcult-to-follow connecting lines between task boxes. These lines are frequently drawn by M/P 4 at
angles anywhere from l0 to 85 degrees rather than the more commonly drawn lines at right angles of 0 or
90 degrees. All task-connecting lines in Graneda network diagrams are drawn with clean right angles.
One other disadvantage with M/P 4 network diagrams is the inherent inability to select a smaller segment
of a large network schedule. With M/P 4, only the entire network can be viewed on-screen or printed as a
network diagram. Graneda has the capability to easily select smaller segments or subassemblies within a
large network schedule for viewing or printing as a network diagram.
2.1.4 Schedule System PMS Compliance
The Microsoft Project scheduling system at Aerojet complies with our internal Program
Management System (PMS) in the following ways
• Identifies major tasked work required to accomplish program objectives in accordance
with the Contract Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS) (including major hardware and
software configuration item deliveries).
• Identifies all work tasks and milestones with precise start and stop calendar dates.
• Identifies incoming and outgoing interfaces to each work task. This is accomplished
through the standard procedure of building logical dependencies between tasks in a
precedence (PERT) network.
• Establishes baseline (original planned) schedule dates for all tasks.
• Provides current status and forecasts completion dates for scheduled work in
comparison with the baseline planned schedule
• Updates and takes the status of the program network schedule on a monthly, bi-
monthly, or weekly basis.
2.1.4.1 Baseline Schedules
Performance measurement baseline schedule dates are established at program inception
during the original program planning stages. These dates can only be revised to incorporate: changes in
contract scope of work; formal reprogramming changes approved by the procuring agency; and internal
replanning approved by the Program Manager. In the M/P 4 network scheduling system, the original plan
is built into a network schedule using logical dependencies between tasks and milestones. This network is
then calculated and the computer generates the original planned dates. In M/P 4 these dates are called the
"Start" and "Finish" schedule dates. At this point, the Program Scheduler sets the computer-generated
"Start" and "Fmish" dates equal to the baseline dates with a standard M/P 4 menu command. The baseline
dates in M/P 4 are termed "Baseline Start" and "Baseline Finish". As the network is updated, the
computer-generated "Start," and "Finish" dates can change. These changes will represent the LRE (latest
revised estimate) dates for each task. However, the baseline dates "Baseline Start" and "Baseline Finish"
dates will not change. The baseline dates can only" be changed manually by the Program Scheduler.
2.1.5 Managing Projects with M/P 4






Schedule and manage projects with several thousand activities
Define how tasks relate to one another
Identify the critical paths of projects
Provide schedule control and analysis
Perform "what-if. ?" simulations
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f. Defme special codes to organize project information in desired ways
g. Create customized project reports that suit project needs
2.1.5.1 Project Management Concepts
A project is a collection of interrelated work elements or tasks that must be completed to
achieve specific program goals. Project management includes planning, scheduling, tracking, controlling,
analyzing, and evaluating these tasks to successfully accomplish each goal.
Each work task takes a certain amount of time to complete Some tasks may proceed simultaneously, while
others cannot start until previous tasks are completed The order of tasks is defined by placing logic
dependencies between them The dependencies define how tasks relate to each other
2.1.5.2 Phases of Project Management
There are two major phases in managing projects with M/P 4: planning and controlling
During the project planning phase, MAP 4 is used to build a plan for each project. The plan describes the
tasks, date constraints, and milestones that can be anticipated to be involved in the project It also includes
putting together how the project is structured for both the work that needs to be done and the organization
responsible for the work
The objectives and, in turn, the scope of each project are broken down into more manageable pieces of work
This breakdown provides a framework for both planning and controlling
After entering the project data, various calculations can be performed to determine a schedule for the
project. These can be adjusted, changing the details of tasks or milestones, until the plan reflects the most
accurate expectations of the actual project. This effort will continue in greater detail once the project
begins.
Once work begins on a project, M/P 4 can be used to control the project; that is, to track actual progress and
compare it to the original baseline plan. By tracking the dates on which tasks actually start and finish, an
accurate record can be kept of the project's progress. Similarly, tracking through the various levels of the
work breakdown structure (WBS) can be accomplished. Based on progress and new information about work
yet to be done, one can more easily anticipate how the program will proceed to successful completion.
2.1.5.2.1 Planning The Project - The critical path method is the most widely used technique for
planning the tasks of a project. It uses a network diagram to show all the tasks and how they depend on
each other. The method supported by M/P 4 is the precedence diagramming method. The precedence
diagramming method depicts tasks as boxes that an be connected using four different types of logic
dependencies. The result is a precedence network.
Precedence networks are sometimes termed task on node networks because each task is presented as a
node or box as shown in Figure 1. Task boxes are connected to one another by arrows, or dependencies,
showing the logic progress of work.




The logic dependencies identify the relationships between tasks. They also define the point
at which a task can begin based on a preceding or concurrent task, and therefore defme the order in which
tasks occur, allowing critical tasks to be identified and more closely monitored.
2.1.5.2.1.1 Tasks - A task is an operation or process that consumes time and possible resources. The
essential details of a task are:
a. An identifying code
b. The estimated duration of the work involved.
Additional information, such as a description, start and finish dates, and resource
requirements are also provided for a task. A task may also consist of multiple items that are required to
complete the task.
2.1.5.2.1.2 Logic Dependencies - In a precedence network, the logical dependencies between tasks
are represented as arrows between nodes and are called logic dependencies. The logic dependencies
identify the relationships between project tasks. They also define the point at which a task can begin based
on a preceding or concurrent task and therefore define the order in which tasks occur.
M/P 4 supports four types of logic dependencies, as described in the following subparagraphs.
2.1.5.2.1.2.1 Finish-to-Start Dependencies - This is the most commonly used type of logic dependency,
where the start of a task depends on the finish of the preceding one. It will specify whether the second task
can start immediately, or whether there must be a delay. In Figure 2 the arrow indicates task B cannot
start until task A has finished.
794-3419M
Figure 2 Finish-To-Start Dependency
2.1.5.2.1.2.2 Finish-to-Finish Dependencies - The task cannot fmish until the finish of the preceding
tasks In Figure 3, the arrow indicates that task A cannot fmish until task B has been completed
79_19abI
Figure 3 Finish-To-Finish Dependency
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2.1.5.2.1.2.3 Start-to-Start Dependencies - The task cannot start until the start of the preceding task.
In Figure 4, the arrow indicates that task B cannot start until task A has started.
A B
79,3421M
Figure 4 Start-To-Start Dependency
2.1.5.2.1.2.4 Start-To-Finish Dependencies - The task cannot finish until the start of the preceding
task. In Figure 5, the arrow indicates that task B cannot finish until task A has started.
79¢3404M
Figure 5 Start-To-Finish Dependency
2.1.5.2.1.3 Scheduling Tasks - In the schedule, tasks are scheduled and their related logic
dependencies against time established to determine their start and finish dates. M/P 4 uses time analysis
to calculate these dates as well as the project end date and the network's critical path.
During time analysis, M/P 4 calculates the start and finish dates for each task in the
schedule based on its duration, logic dependencies, date constraints and project calendar. The project cal-
endar will also identify days or hours on which no work occurs, such as rest days or holidays Some tasks
may require non-standard workweeks (5, 6, or 7 days). This can be accomplished in M/P 4 by creating
dummy resources with non-standard calendars (workweeks) attached to them At that point the dummy
resources are assigned to those tasks that require a non-standard workweek
2.1.5.2.1.4 Total Slack - In addition to calculating start and finish dates, M/P 4 has determined the
total slack for each task. The total slack represents the amount of time a task may be delayed without
affecting the overall project completion date as illustrated in Figure 6. Tasks with negative total slack are
not achievable given the specified project completion date and network logic, and M/P 4 flags the fact that
appropriate adjustments will have to be made.
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Figure 6 Sample Total Slack
2.1.5.2.1.5 Critical Tasks - In M/P 4, tasks with zero or less total slack are called critical tasks Any
delay to one of these tasks will delay the entire project. Together the critical tasks form the critical path of
the project. Monitoring of these tasks closely will be required to keep the overall project on schedule.
Figure 7 provides an example of a small segment of a network that shows critical-path tasks and illustrates
the flexibility of the network system. Any WBS activity can be excerpted from the overall network and
provided in the format shown using the Graneda software program. The bold blocks are elements in the
critical path. These elements stand out clearly when the overall network is viewed. Note also the use of
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Figure 7 Sample of Critical Path and Logic Dependencies in a Segment of a Network
2.1.5.2.2 Resources - Once the network is established in detail, the critical resources (people,
equipment, and facilities) required to complete any given task will be identified. Also the quantity of those
resources required to complete each task will be identified. A pool of critical resources must be defined with
the quantities of those resources available for allocation to individual work tasks. In M/P 4 resources can
be assigned different calendars than the project calendar, and task durations can be driven by those
resource calendars rather than the project calendar. At Aerojet, the standard workweek is 4 days per week,
but with this capabihty 5, 6, or 7 day workweeks can be assigned to individual tasks by using dummy
resources with the appropriate non-standard workweek calendar attached to them.
9
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2.1.5.2.2.1 Resource Aggregation - M/P 4 automatically performs resource aggregation to summarize
and compare resource requirements against resource availabilities in the resource pool for a specific time
period. Resource aggregation calculates the resource loading across all program tasks and tells whether
there are underloads or overloads of resources in a specific time period. If underloads occur, there will be
idle resources, If the project contains overloads, the necessary adjustments will have to be identified and
implemented. The Resource Graph, actually a resource histogram, can be used to graphically display
resource allocation underloads or overloads. See Figure 8 for an example of a resource histogram.
2.1.5.2.2.2 Resource Leveling - If resource over-allocation is the result of scheduling multiple tasks
at the same time, you can delay one or more tasks to level or spread out the demands on the resource over a
longer period of time. which reduces the demands on currently over allocated days. Over-allocated tasks
can be delayed manually by the responsible product team leader and project scheduler to level out the
resource usage and eliminate resource overloads. In addition, M/P 4 can delay tasks to remove resource
over allocations by the use of resource leveling menu commands There are three different choices of
leveling methods used, based on the order selection of delaying tasks with over allocated resources. The
two most significant methods are the Standard Order and the Priority, Standard order. First of all, a
resource leveling priority must be chosen for each task that has assigned resources. These priorities range
from Do Not Level, Highest, Very High, to Lowest. The tasks with the Lowest priority are the first tasks to
be delayed, and the tasks with the highest priority are the last tasks to be delayed. At that point the
resource leveling order method can be chosen before leveling. The Standard Order choice uses the
following criteria for selecting the tasks to be delayed in the leveling operation.
1. Predecessor relationships.
. The amount of total slack (the task with the most total slack is delayed before
others).
3. The start date (the task with the latest start date s delayed before others).
4. The priority assignment.
2.1.5.4
using:
5. Date constraints on the tasks.
The criteria for the Priority, Standard order are the same, except that the Priority assignment is moved to
the top of the list.
2.1.5.3 Controlling the Project - After the program schedule has been accurately determined, the
control phase of program management will be started. The program plan will be stored as the original
basehne M/P 4 schedule. Planning 9000 will use the original schedule to create comparison reports, once
the project is underway.







Remaining duration (or work still to be completed)
Percentage complete of original duration.
After entering progress mformation, the project will re-calculate using a time now (update
date). Time now is the date that M/P 4 uses as the starting date for date calculations. If information is
entered up to a certain date, that date will be used as time now With reported progress and time now, a





















The schedule hierarchy at Aerojet consists of: the Tier I Program Master Schedule; the Tier
II Program Intermediate Schedule; and the Tier III Program Network Detail Schedules. These schedules
are all based on the detailed program network database. The intermediate schedule tiers up from the
detail schedules and the master schedule tiers up from the mtermediate schedule. The master schedule is
directly traceable down to the intermediate schedule and the intermediate schedule traces directly down to
the detail schedules. The master schedule can also be traced directly and indirectly down to the detail
schedules. See Figure 9 for a flow down chart of the schedule hierarchy. In M/P 4 master and
mtermediate schedules are easily developed by the creation of summary tasks in the network schedules. A
summary task isa task made up ofsubtasks, that also summarizes those subtasks. Tasks can be arranged
in a hierarchical structure that shows how the subtasks fitwithin broader groups or summary, tasks. This
structure could also be called an outline structure. Up to I0 differentlevelsof thishierarchical structure
can be created. In the Name or Description column of any standard task table,subtasks are indented or
demoted below summary tasks. Summary" tasks, which are displayed in bold, can also be used as the
general headings to help organize work tasks. The duration shown for a summary task reflectsthe total
duration for all of it'ssubtasks, and the software also selectsthe earlieststart date and the latestfinish
date of the subtasks and draws a summary task bar on a Gantt chart representing those dates.
As a minimum, the Program Master Schedule should contain allcontract hardware delivery"requirements
and all major program tasks and milestones. This could translate into a schedule with as littleas five
tasks on one page to as many as 25 tasks per page spread over two pages. The Program Intermediate
Schedule should contain alltasks in the master schedule coupled with alltasks summarized at a subsystem
level. This level of schedule could contain as few as three and as many as a dozen pages with
approximately twenty tasks per page. The detailed schedules must contain as many tasks as necessary to












1. Contains major program
tasks and milestones.
2. Contains all hardware
delivery requirements.
3. Directly traceable to
intermediate and detail
schedule.
1. Contains work planned
at the detail schedule
level and grouped
together for clarity of
display or convenience.
2 Directly traceable to
detail schedules.
1. All tasks in the CWBS
must be planned on a
detail schedule.
2. Displays the time period
that the tasks authorized
will be accomplished.
794-3407M
Figure 9 Schedule Hierarchy
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2.3 Schedule Correlation with the CWBS
The AMSU-A Engineering & Design Phase detailed network schedule was set-up and
organized by Product Teams. The Product Teams are organized to correlate very closely to the CWBS.
See Project Management Plan, CDRL 001, 4.2.2, for a specific correlation matrix. In the design phase
detailed schedule,the work tasks are divided by Product Teams, which in turn are directly traceable to the
CWBS shown in Figure 10. In the Gantt charts the last 6 digits of the cost account number and the work
package number are listed in separate columns for each work task. All tasks are also directly traceable to
the CWBS. Numerals 5 through 8of the 10 numeral cost account number match the corresponding CWBS
number. For example in cost account number 4510-10-2130, the underlined numbers 10-21 match the
CWBS number 10.2.1, "EOS GSE & Fixtures". In the AMSU-A Engineering & Design Phase Schedule the
tasks that relate to this CWBS number contain the last 6 digits of the cost account number, 10-2130, in the
cost account column. The first 4 digits directly relate to the CWBS. Another example is cost account
number 4510-02-3210 with the underlined numbers 02-32 matching the CWBS number 2.3.2, "Elec
Subsystem Design - EOS".
A description of the roll-up and vertical traceability capabilities built into the CWBS structure is provided
in the "Performance Measurement System Implementation Plan and System Description", CDRL 003,
"Program Instruction 003B", titled "Contract Work Breakdown Structure"
2.4 Schedule System and Subcontractor Data
Early in the procurement phase of the AMSU-A program, the Materiel Program Manager
will generated and published a critical long-lead subcontract serial report. This report contained expected
delivery dates for subcontractor hardware not yet under contract and committed hardware delivery dates
for vendors under contract. It is updated and published on a weekly basis and distributed to the Program
Manager, all hardware Product Team leaders, and the Program Scheduler. For detailed material and
production planning, Aerojet utilizes Manufacturing Resource Planning II (MRP II). Original purchase
order delivery dates and changes to delivery dates by subcontractors and vendors are entered by the
responsible buyers into the MRP I] computer database. In the MRP II system, the P.O. delivery date or
vendor commitment date is called the dock date. As the name implies, that is the date that the materiel is
delivered to the Aerojet receiving dock. Normally in the MRP II system the dock to stock time is the time
it takes for the materiel to route through the receiving and receiving inspection departments and into main
stores. This time is added to the dock date and results in the dock-to-stock date. On the AMSU-A
program the dock to stock time also includes the product team leaders buffer lead time (red time, pad time)
to produce a date when he really thinks the hardware will be available for fabrication or assembly. Based
on past history and the Aerojet procurement department's expertise, this red time is really the product
team leader's judgment as to how much the vendor will slip his original delivery commitment date. It is
this dock to stock date that is used in the AMSU-A network build schedule for the critical subcontract long
lead items. As the start of production nears, the Program Material Planner will utilize MRP II data to
generate and publish a production material shortage report. This report will contain critical long-lead
hardware, long-lead material, and any material not yet stocked but needed for upcoming material releases
to the manufacturing assembly area. This report will be updated and distributed on a weekly basis to the
above-mentioned personnel and to other interested parties. Delivery dates in all material shortage reports
are derived from the latest data in the MRP II database.
Subcontractor data for specific parts/part numbers are represented in the detailed program network build
schedule by individual tasks showing start dates for purchase order placement and finish dates for the
delivery of hardware to stock. The program scheduler keys in the delivery dates from the material
shortage list into the AMSU-A M/P 4 schedule database. The program scheduler also has the option to
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Each program scheduler at Aerojet archives a copy of every detailed program bar chart that
they are responsible for publishing in their office file cabinet. These bar charts can become very useful in
the future as historical reference tools for the current program or future programs. Another archive tool
available is the capability to store MAD 4 program network files on 3.5" floppy disks, if required.
2.6 Schedule Organization at Aerojet
The AMSU-A Program Master Scheduler reports to the Manager of Plant Scheduling.
This manager reports to the Director of the Integrated Planning Department who in turn reports to the
Aerojet Vice President, Azusa, Ca.- (See Figure 11). The Program Master Scheduler is assigned to the
AMSU-A team, and is co-located with the entire AMSU-A team. He is directly responsible to the AMSU-A
Program Manager for all program network scheduling tasks. He coordinates with the Program Manager,
Deputy Program Managers, and the Product Team Leaders for the purpose of generating the various
detailed program network schedules. After the detailed basehne network schedules are generated, status
must be taken and the networks updated on a periodic basis. To do this the Program Master Scheduler
regularly interfaces and coordinates with the Product Team Leaders. He also supports and helps the
Product Team Leaders with any questions or special requests they may have regarding their own specific
sections of the network schedules. The AMSU-A Business Manager also requires support from the
Program Master Scheduler to ensure that the detailed network schedules comply with all PMS and C/SCSC
requirements, and that the PMS detailed planning matches the detailed schedules. The master scheduler
directly supports the Program Manager and the Deputy Program Managers with any assistance needed
regarding all scheduhng matters at any level of the schedule hierarchy. This includes schedule charts
required for internal Aerojet management reviews, NASA quarterly and bi-annual reviews and special
studies.
2.6.1 Program Master Scheduler Responsibilities
The Program Master Scheduler's primary, responsibilities are to:
* Develop and maintam the various AMSU-A detailed precedence networks (PERT
networks) in a MAD 4 database.
• Generate and print-out network logic diagrams (PERT charts) as required.
• Status and update the network databases and generate detailed program bar charts on
an established periodic basis.
• Develop, generate, and maintain Tier I and Tier II Master and Intermediate schedules
on an as-required basis (at a minimum monthly).
• Develop, generate, and maintain any program schedule charts required to support
internal Aerojet management reviews.
• Help in identifying interfaces between the different hardware/product teams, and
determine how to incorporate those interfaces into the network build database logic.
• Assess how changes by one product team will affect other teams and the overall network
build schedule.
• Identify and monitor the top critical paths in the network build database.
• Keep the Program Manager informed in a timely manner of changes or effects to the top
critical paths.
2.7 Schedule Development and Administration
Aerojet has developed four inter-related network schedules with which to plan, monitor, and
control the AMSU-A program. These schedules are the AMSU-A Engineering & Design Phase Schedule,
























ManufacturingSchedule, and the consolidated AMSU-A Electronics & CCA Build schedule.
The Engineering & Design Phase schedule was developed by the Program Master Scheduler with direct
mput from all of the Product Team Leaders. This input directly corresponds to the WBS and the PMS
input. Various outputs of this schedule (such as drawing releases, and the fabrication and check-out of test
equipment, tooling, and fixtures) directly feed into corresponding touch points in the detailed Instrument
build schedule.
The detailed Instrument Build & Test network schedule was also developed by the Program Master
Scheduler using history from the previous KLM NOAA AMSU-A program, in addition to direct input from
all of the Product Team Leaders. This network contains the build sequence of each instrument from the
kittmg of the lowest subassembly through the mtegration, environmental test, and shipment of said
instruments. This schedule contains one EOS and four METSAT ship sets consisting of one A1 and one A2
module per ship set. The schedule is also divided into a separate sub-network and file for each AMSU-A
A1 and A2 module; a total of ten i'des. All ten files are consolidated to create one large merged program
network file with the proper links between modules and ship sets. This consolidated program file is used
to aggregate resources across all ship sets from one resource pool and for printing various total program
Gantt charts and reports. The intermediate level build schedule Gantt charts are also created from this
consolidated file. The EOS instruments are the first ship set scheduled for delivery, and therefore the
detailed EOS Instrument network build schedule contains touch points or tasks that can be directly linked
to the Engineermg, Metal Parts Manufacturing and Electronics schedules. These touch points/tasks
include drawing releases, and the check-out of test equipment, tooling and fixtures from the Engineering
schedule; the completion of the consolidated (all five ship sets) CCA build and the Preamplifier Detector
Assemblies from the Electronics schedule; and the completion of various groups (by subassembly) of metal
and machine shop parts from the consolidated (all five ship sets) Metal Parts Manufacturing schedule. In
the total merged detailed Instrument Build network, the critical resource requirements are allocated to
each work task where needed. These allocations are then compared against the total critical resource
availabilities in the resource pool. Below is a list of the critical resources identified for the merged
Instrument Build schedule and their maximum quantities available in the resource pool.
Resource Name Maximum Units
1. Antenna Range 1
2. Electronic Test 1
3. Receiver Test 1
4. EMI Chamber 1
5. Vibration Table 1
6. A1 Vacuum Chamber 1
7. A2 Vacuum Chamber 1
The Electronics & CCA Build Schedule was developed by the Program Master Scheduler with direct input
from the Electronics product team leader. The Electronics product team leader utilized the historical data
from the KLM NOAA AMSU-A program, and the extensive experience of his Manufacturing Engineer team
member on the same program. The Program Master Scheduler has transferred all of the above inputs for
the Engmeering, Instrument Build and the Electronics schedule networks into the proper format, and
added those formatted inputs into the M/P 4 scheduling software to produce three inter-related finished
products. The finished products consist of logically driven network schedules with the usual output of a
logic network diagram and various levels of bar charts. Resource histograms and numerous reports can
also be output, The program Master Scheduler transferred all of the above inputs into the proper format
and added them into the Artemis Network Scheduling network. A logically driven program network
schedule with the usual output of various levels of bar charts and a logic network diagram are provided.
Additional output available are resource histograms and numerous M/P 4 predefined reports. There also is
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the capability to produce customized reports. The Engineering schedule is currently being updated on a
weekly basis. The status updates are communicated directly from the individual product team leaders to
the program master scheduler. As hardware production nears, the Electronics and Instrument Build
schedules will be updated on a weekly basis. Schedule status updates will be communicated to the
program master scheduler during weekly product team schedule status meetings. As a minimum, the
product team leader, the Mfg. Engineer team member, and the production control team member will be
present. Depending on team leader preference, another possible scenario would be for the team leader to
communicate status updates gleaned from the schedule status meeting directly to the program master
scheduler following the team meeting.
The Metal Parts Manufacturing _MPM) schedule was developed and generated by the manager of the
machine shop with significant inputs from the program master scheduler, the AMSU-A Production
Manager and various product team Manufacturing Engineers. MPM piece parts were grouped together by
their parent assemblies, and the completion need dates to support those parent assemblies were established
based on their scheduled dates in the Instrument Build schedule. The MPM schedule was primarily
developed by using the piece parts groups with their corresponding need dates, and by resource loading the
specific machine tools and fabrication facilities in the machine shop that were assigned to the AMSU-A
program. After machine tool resource requirements were assigned to each piece part and resource leveling
priorities assigned by group to each piece part, the entire MPM schedule was resource leveled against the
machme tool resource pool to produce the MPM schedule. This schedule is bemg updated on a weekly
basis by the machine shop senior program planner and the manager of the machine shop. Paper copies of
the schedule are being produced and distributed, and the schedule is also being distributed by E-Marl to
interested parties. The manager of the machine shop also conducts a weekly AMSU-A schedule status
meeting with the AMSU-A Production Manager, responsible product team leaders, responsible
manufacturing engineers, and the machine shop senior program planner. Progress of piece parts currently
in work in the machine shop and the paperwork progress of parts scheduled to start in the near term are
discussed. Technical. quality, paperwork, materiel, and logistics problems and solutions to those problems
are all discussed at this meeting
2.8 Schedule Management
A basic approach in establishing the design phase of the program schedule was to set up the
formal design reviews as significant milestones and then feed all design tasks into the appropriate design
review. In this way, the progress of design tasks can be tracked and compared to the schedule of their
corresponding design reviews. Slack time can be calculated and compared to the need dates of the
significant milestones.
The critical schedule driven elements that affect the delivery of AMSU-A hardware are identified in the
detailed Instrument Build network. Most important of these are critical paths and subcontracted long-lead
items. Several of the long-lead items are the top critical paths in the build network. The top critical path
(most critical) that drives the schedule end or delivery date is identified in the Instrument Build network
logic diagram by an alternate graphic representation, such as bold outlines, of the task boxes. In the Gantt
charts, the top critical path is also identified by alternate graphical representation of the task bars. The
program scheduler can choose from a fairly extensive number of graphics available for this purpose. One of
the principal approaches to schedule management on this program will be to monitor and manage the top
critical paths in the detailed Instrument Build schedule. Since all of the top critical paths are driven by
subcontracted long-lead hardware procurement, the control and management of these long-lead
subcontracts is a major key to the overall success of the program. Because of this, program management
and the product team leaders have decided to incorporate a schedule pad (Management Red Team) into
each subcontracted procurement delivery schedule. This red time ranges anywhere from one to four
months, and is represented in the Instrument Build schedule by the dock-to-stock task for each
subcontracted long-lead item. The use of this red time represents an additional safety factor over and above
whatever slack is currently present for most long lead items. As previously discussed, slack is the amount
of time a task may be delayed without affecting the overall project ship date. The top 25 long-lead items,
including major subcontracts, are being constantly watched and tracked by the product team leaders and
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the program manager. These items are concentrated in the Antenna, Receiver, and Electronics teams.
After purchase order placement, all major elements of the subcontracting effort are closely monitored and
tracked. Some of these elements are: the Quality Assurance Plan, the Preliminary Design Review, the
Critical Design Review, the Manufacturing Readiness Review, and the incremental delivery dates. Excel-
based matrix reports, divided into the three major subsystem product teams of Antenna, Receiver, and
Electronics are updated and published on a weekly basis. Figure 12 is an example of the Antenna
Subcontractor report,.
Another management schedule control procedure that will be used after the program baseline plan
has been established is the comparison of LRE (latest revised estimate) schedules with the original baseline
schedules. This will be accomplished by attaching Gantt chart symbols (open arrows) to the baseline dates
for each task on the bar charts. In this way it will be easy to compare the baseline dates, open arrows, with
the LRE dates, open bars. Diamonds on the bar charts will be used to show the last five previous period
schedules. Every time the end date of a task slips, the previous date will be represented by a diamond. In
this way negative schedule trends (constantly slipping schedule dates) can be easily identified.
2.8.1 Management Red Time
In addition to the major subcontract red time, program management has decided to add
management red time to the end of each of the three major subsystem's build schedules. These major
subsystems are the Antenna Assembly, the Receiver Assemblies, and the Signal Processor Assembly. Red
time for these subsystems varies from 0 to 52 working days for the Antenna Assembly, 0 to 56 days working
days for the Receiver Assemblies, and 0 to 22 working days for the Signal Processor Assembly. This red
time forces the early start of subsystems at a minimum an earlier than needed start to support the start of
final instrument integration. The early starts allow time to recover before affecting final instrument
integration, if problems arise during subsystem assembly and test.
Management has also made the decision to add red time to the end of each instrument's final integration,
test, and shipment schedule. This management red time varies in length from 28 to 66 working days,
depending on the instrument and the shipset. This system-level management red time also allows time to
recover before affecting the contract ship date, if problems should arise during final integration and
acceptance test. This red time also forces an earlier than needed start of instrument integration, which in
turn forces an earlier start of all the major subsystems. Consequently, we have both the system level and
the subsystem level management red time forcing earlier starts of the major subsystems.
2.8.2 Schedule Risk Analysis
The program master scheduler has created an intermediate level build schedule (model) for the EOS
shipset consisting of approximately 64 tasks. Along with final integration, test and shipment of the two
modules, only the three major subsystems of Antenna Assembly, Receiver Assemblies and Signal Processor
Assembly were scheduled. This schedule is a higher level accurate representation of the detailed
Instrument Build schedule for the EOS shipset complete with the necessary inter-connecting logic
dependencies. The nominal task durations were taken directly from the detailed Instrument Build network
schedule. Significantly EOS is the first shipset and probably contains the most schedule risk. The product
team leaders supplied the high (worst case) and low (best case) risk durations for each task they are
responsible for in this schedule risk model. Monte Carlo simulations of this schedule model have been run
in both the Risk+ program and the Aerojet EXCEL based program. Subsequently a schedule risk model
containing all five shipsets was developed. This model contains approximately 285 tasks. Simulations of
this model have been run in the Risk+ program using preliminary high and low risk task durations. This
model is currently being analyzed and refined. After a final risk model is established and simulated to
determine overall program risk, the program scheduler and the program risk manager will rerun the model
using the latest information on approximately a quarterly basis or when new events warrant it. For an in-
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3.0 Schedule Output to GSFC
Aerojet can output schedule data to GSFC in many varied forms. The most common formats
would be bar charts at the Master, Intermediate, and detailed level. Other formats include logic diagram
charts (PERT charts) and any number of table- or matrix-oriented schedule reports. Currently Aerojet is
providing GSFC with a Gantt chart copy of the Engineering & Design Phase Schedule in the AMSU-A
monthly report, CDRL 529. Gantt chart paper copies of a master schedule, an intermediate level
Instrument Build schedule, the detailed Instrument Build schedule, the Electronics Team schedule, the
Metal Parts Manufacturing schedule, a 90 day window schedule derived from any of the above mentioned
detailed schedules, and a build schedule slack report can be mailed to GSFC on a regular basis. Any of the
four Microsoft Project files used to create the above-mentioned schedules can be copied onto a 3.5 inch
floppy disk and mailed to GSFC, or the files can be E-Mailed through the Internet ff GSFC has the












Master, Intermediate, and Detail Schedules-
Preparation and Maintenance
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1.1 To establish policy, responsibility and procedures for the preparation and
PoHcy
This ""-'--- -_-" --_-ne contract work breakdown structure (CWBS).
o_w_._ _ _aeaute me authorized work in a manner which
.de_bes th.e sequence of work and identifies the significant task
m_eruepenmcies required to meet the development, production, and
delivery requirements of the contract.
2.2
rogyam master schedule shall be developed by the Program Office to
used as the framework for all underlying schedules.
2.2.1 The master schedule shall contain all contract dates including
contra,ctual milestones and events, major subcontract dates,
major naraware delivery dates and dates for government-
furnished equipment or service_
2.2.2 Program Control, under the direction of the program manager,
shall be responsible for the preparation, statusing and change
control of the master schedule.
2.2.3
The master schedule shall reflect and be directly traceable to the
tasks specified in the CWBS.
2.2.4 The master schedule will be the basis used by functional
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Intermediate schedules shall be required for all C/SCS programs.
2.3.1 Intermediate schedules shall be developed to define the tasks






Significant decision points, constraints and interfaces shall be
identified as key milestones and included in the intermediate
schedule_
All milestones and events shall integrate and tier to the master
schedule.
Intermediate schedules shall provide a logical sequence from the
master schedule to the detail schedules at the cost account level.
Intermediate schedules may be structured to display either
product, CWBS or functional oriented tasks.
2.3.5.1 Engineering and Manufacturing schedules may be con-
sidered intermediate schedules or detail schedules
depending on the level of detail included on the schedule.





A deta/l schedule shall be prepared for each planned work pack-
age that uses discrete or apportioned performance measurement
techniques.
The C/SCS Budget Plan and Detail Schedule form shown in
attachment I shall be used for work package schedules prepared
manually.
2.4.2.1 The use of automated scheduling systems is encouraged
and recommended for large programs.
2.4.2.2 To avoid redundancy and to eliminate the confusion of
having two schedules, an automated schedule may replace
the use of the detail schedule included on the budget plan.
Detail schedules shall not be required for LOE cost accountsor
planning packages.
2.4.3.1 The detail schedule portion of the budget plan and detail
schedule (attachment 1) shall be left blank.
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2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.4 Work packages shall be scheduled in terms of "
accomptisament by usin= cal--_-- _-- ....... physlcal
_.4.a_a_._ _[._
and work naek_o_ _+,,,.,._ ,__ ....... .to xaenury cost account
- -- --'_-. -,--, ,, ,,.,,u oQmpLeuon aa_.
Detail-schedules shall integrate and tier to intermediate
schedules and the master schedule.
Detail schedules shall identify interfaces tha
si .g/_. cant constrain . __ . ..t recognize
activities, ts and relationships to key n_lestones and
2.4.6.1 _ecoC_C_.nu_o_o_t,_i i_.g-_r_a.ces ,s_.l be identified on.
-b- _,--_, _t, _emu scneame (attachment I).
2.4.7 Meaningful (objective) indicators shall be
oorr.  .o 
. measurement
2.4.8 Cost account managers (CAMs) are res onsible for the
preparation and statusing of detail schedules, p
2.5 _s_sm_d fo_emc_strme_ate, and detai'] schedules shall provide current
pLetion oates for scheduled work
the baseline (planned) schedule, xn comparison to
2.6 ,The, frequency of statusing and updat/ng
oy me program manager and set forth in a schedules shall be determined
program directive.
2.6.1 To identify the status of work in a timely manner, detail
schedules shall be statused at least once a month.
and . the reasons explained in_mpu_en-_ sn ,a;u oe xdentified
=e
2.6.3 Planned schedule represents the timephased
measurement baseline A_,,.I ._L__, - , ,performance
i " "---_ _-_eatue accom I/ "
ng forecasted schedu :_ P sament.mclud.
time._____ ___ __ les should be in accordance with
_,J_._u e_ma_e r_ co_ple_e, the

















2.7.1 The hierarchy ofthe schedule tiers is shown in attachment 2.
2.7.2 A schedule matrix defining schedule authority, responsibility:
update..frequency and requirements, and format req_iro_me_'c_ is
shown in attachment 3.
3. Procedures
3.1 The program master schedule is established by the Program Office and
published through a program directive immediately following authority
to proceed.
3.1.1 The program master schedule is used by all cost account
managers as the baseline for the preparation of detail schedules.
3.1.2 The program master schedule is used to establish the Tier H
intermediate schedules.
3.1.3 All changes or updates to the master schedule must be approved
and controlled by the program manager.
3.2 Intermediate schedules are established concurrently with the program
master schedule by the Program Office.
3-2.1 Functional managers use the Tier H intermediate schedules to
develop functional schedules.
3,3
3,2.2 All changes or updates to the Tier H intermediate schedules must
be approved and controlled by the program manager as specified
in a program directive.
Detail schedules (Tier HI) are prepared for all tasked cost accounts and
work packages by the responsible CAM.
3.3.1 Detail schedules shall track the progress of individual cost
accounts with key milestones traceable to the intermediate
schedules and the master schedule.
3.3.2 The CAM ensures that all cost accounts and work packages
contain specific start and completion dates that integrate with
higher level schedules.
3.3.3 Detail schedules are statused by the CAM and submitted to the
Program Office at least on a monthly basis coinciding with the
end of the accounting month.
3.3.3.1 The frequency of statusing and submission isset forth in a












3.3.3.2 The status of the detail schedules is used by the Program
Office in deW,'mining the status of higher level schedules.
..
3.3.3_ Program Control shall publish the current statused detail
schedules and distribute to all affected personnel.
3.3.4 The program control schedule group reviews the traceability and
accuracy of the detail schedules on a continual basis to ensure
integrity with the program master and intermediate schedules,
and with the work package activity report, X
Tier IV subwork package schedules are optional and may be used at the
discretion of the CAM.
3.4.1 No standard schedule technique or standard form is required for
Tier IV schedules.
3.4.? CAMs are encouraged to use lower level planning documents than
are required by this C/SCS PL
3.4.3_ All start and completion calendar dates for Tier IV schedules
must tier to Tier rrr schedules.
The control, approval, and documentation of schedule changes is
established by the program manager and set forth in a unique program
directive.
The definitions, symbology, and terminology to be used for statusing
schedules is established by the program manager and set forth in a
program directive.
3.6.1 When standards are not established by the customer, the program
manager may use symbols and terminology that conform to
acceptable industry standard_
3.6.2 An example of a preferred standard is shown in attachment 4.
All program control scheduling groups are encouraged to utilize any
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1.1 To .es_. h.'sh policy, responsibility and procedure for implementing and
mmn._ program management networks (PMN) for those programs
reqmnng m_plementation ofDoD15000._-M.
1.? To definethe relationship between PMIN and detailed, intermediate, and
maser schedules.
1.3 To define the relationship between PMN and the contract work break-
down structure (CWBS).
Polie_y-
2.1 n_pro._g_, m____a_g_er_isrespo.nsible for ensuring that program
__ _s_-_._..-¢_,-or,,s _r_ j are_unplemented and maintained on pro-
grams wnere they are a contractua/or internal reqmrement.
2.2 _. pro.glfam_ manager, shall specify the_ t._me period that PMNs are
c°nf° _ __ .saow _,.cu_mn.t, program,status. This s_tus update period shall
rm w me appncame turin-nat or contractual reqmrements.
2.3 Th_e p_pro__gr_ _ _ be responsible.for ensuring that the PMN is
Lm_u_ umng logic ma_ represents, and is traceable to, the currently
authorized cost account/work package plan.
2.4 The program control scheduling group shall be responsible (at the pro-
gram manager's direction)for constructing,periodicstatusing,analyzing,
and publishing the PMN.
2.5 P]_ shall__pr_iuc_l _u_" g computerized f.tim, e-analysis techniques. It
_mmeaueu mat me preceaent memoa of time-analysis be used.
2.6 t_et pLrogrm__.__con_tmLl_.schecluli.ng group _ be responsible for ensuring
_uc major conra-ac$ muestones, mter_aces, or events specified by the
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ev- _-rms-'_r_ me es..r.a_us__nea contractual milestoneS, interfaces, and
e ven_ .a_e. r wmcn xz shall be used to evaluate and control the program.
,he rM-N xs not to be used as a substitute for detailed and intermediate
schedules, but.to incorporate them into a format that will provide the
program manager, or the customer when required, with a clear and
concise overview of the current program status.







Identification of the major tasked work required to accomplish
program objectives in accordance with the CWBS.
Early and late start, early and late finish, and the total float of
each activity in the network.
The critical path through the network.
Interface requirements axe included as part of the formal network
review with the responsible/performing organizations.
A review by Program Control of all interfaces created by the
organization or imposed on itfrom another area.
Milestones and summary events on networks that must be in
accordance with the program master and intermediate schedules.
_Inla_ngration and .control of scheduling to produce a coordinated
p oz accompllsament of program objectives.
A base for crea_ng reports that indicate current status and fore-
casts against planned status which shows the total program
impact.
2.8.9 Identification of future problem areas for preventative action.
2.8.10 Development of simulation techniques for evaluating and fore-
casting alternative plans prior to their implementation.
2.8.11 Network simulations tp__indicate the impact of Contract Change
Notices, Engineering Change Proposals, and formal reprogram-
ruing action items.
2.8.12 Integration of subcontractor data into the program management











Program Control determines any requirements for data processing
services to support program networks.
Networks are constructed to identify CWBS major contract end items of
hardware and software that are to be delivered to the customer or that





3.2.1 Networks shall be updated periodically, as specified by the pro-
gram manager, to reflect program progress and changes to
program pIans.
The network critical path is re-evaluated each time program progress or
changes to program plans are incorporated into the program network.
In .t.erface.requirements ..are. included as a part of the formal network
review with the.r-_ponsl.bl .e_Performing organizations. Program Control
penorms a revxew of all interfaces created by that organization or
tmposed on it from another area.
Milestones and summary events on networks must be in accordance with
e program master and intermediate schedules.




s_l orks shall be produced by automated systems such as ARTEMIS and
. u_the precedent or l-J technique to provide time-analysis and
net_Ior_Gantt chart graphics.
The time-analysis shall provide the following data derived for each net-
work activity.
• Early start date
• Early finish date
• I._.te start date
• Late finish date
• Total float
3.9 An activity in a network can consist of a partial or total amount of work
contained in a work package, cost. account, or any other measure of
authorized work_ An activity, however, must be traceable to that work
contained in authorized work packages. Network activities are con-
struct_ for the convenience and clarity of analysis and, therefore, often
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